Art: Year 5 Printing
Key knowledge

Key Vocabulary

What is a Print? A mass production of an original picture or text.

Monotype print: A one off print that can not be
perfectly duplicated

Hand-made printing: etchings or engravings onto a surface that is impressed onto a surface such
as paper.

Intaglio: Printing from a design etched or scratched
into a surface.

Experimenting: How much printing ink is the
correct amount? How intricate can my design
be? How much pressure do I apply when making
the art impression onto paper?

Collagraph Printing: A print made from a plate
which is collaged with different textures.
Rubbing: A crayon or chalk rubbed over a piece of
paper that is placed on a textured surface.
Pointillism: A picture made up of dots so that from
a distance it creates the illusion of form.

NC Objectives


To confidently and systematically investigate how to use unfamiliar materials



Evaluate my work and talk about how
close it came to what I wanted to do.



Research and discuss various artists,
architects and designers and discuss
their processes and explain how these
were used in the finished product.

Artist
Bridget Riley
Born: 24th April 1931
Where: South London, England
Movement/Style:
drawing, printing

Op-Art - Painting,

Did you know? Bridget Riley is best known
for her black and white paintings and one of
her dot paintings sold for £2,500,000

Computing: Year 5 Scratch
NC Objectives



Design, input and test an increasingly complex set of instructions to a program or device



Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems



Design write and test simple programs with opportunities for selection, where a particular result will happen based on actions or situations controlled by the user

Key Vocabulary

Key Knowledge

Algorithm:



Coding is the method of giving instructions to a computer to perform a specific task. You may have also heard it
referred to as “software programming” or “computer
programming.” These instructions are communicated
using a “computer language” that computers can understand



Scratch is a programme that lets you create your
own interactive stories, animations, games, music
and art.



You can use the library of backdrops and sprites, or
create and edit your own.



Games can be created that include scoring and deduction of points in order to determine a winner.

Sprite: Each object on Scratch is called a sprite.
Backdrop: The background for your game.
Script: This is where the code is put together to perform
actions such as moving the sprite, sound effects and
changing backdrops.
Block: This is each individual command in the script.
They are colour coded for different types of actions.
Sequence: It is important that your script is in the correct
order so that things happen correctly.
Action: This is making your sprites do something. You
can make them talk, move, jump etc.

Blocks are colour coded according to what type of action they
can perform.

Operators include logic terms
such as ‘and’, ‘or’ and ‘not’.
Two events can be combined in
one statement using ‘and’ /

Sprite

Blocks are sequenced to ensure
that actions are completed in the
correct order.

D&T: Year 5 Christmas Decorations
NC Objectives



generate, develop, model and communicate ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design.

Key Vocabulary

Key Knowledge

Seam: A line where two pieces of fabric are sewn
together.

Skills and Techniques



Wadding: Soft, think material used to stuff a garment of furniture.
Template: A model used as a pattern that can be
copied.

Fabric is made from fibres. Up until 1935, all fibres
used were either plant or animal based. There are
called natural fibres. Synthetic fibres do not come
from nature and are made by humans.
Natural Materials

Synthetic Materials

Cotton

Polyester

Linen

Nylon

Wool

Acrylic

Needle: A thin piece of polished metal with a
point at one end and an eye (hole) at the other,
used for sewing.
Thread: A long, thin strand of cotton or other fibre use for sewing.
Purpose: The reason that something is done or
created.
Prototype: The first version of something, from
which improvements are made.

Silk

Computer-aided design


The designs for your decorations will be
made using a computer programme.



You will use either Publisher or PowerPoint



Then, the design will be printed onto ironon transfer paper so that you can copy it
onto your fabric.

Computer-aided design: Using computer technology to create or design a product.



Felt is a textile material that is produced by matting,
condensing and pressing fibres together. Felt can be
made of natural fibres such as wool or animal fur, or
from synthetic fibres such as acrylic.



The first known Christmas trees were decorated with
apples, white candy canes and pastries in the shapes
of hearts, flowers and starts. Glass baubles, glass
beads and tin figures were also hung on trees.

Eye
Examples
Thread

Needle

Wadding

Geography: Year 5 Mountains
NC Objectives


Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: mountains.



Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied.



Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links,
and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals.



Name and locate key topographical features of the UK (including mountains).

Key Vocabulary
dome mountains: mountains formed by magma pushing upwards, but without a volcanic eruption
fault-block mountains: mountains formed by parts of a broken plate being forced upwards
fire mountains: mountains formed by volcanic eruptions
fold mountains: mountains formed by the earth’s plates pushing together

Place names

Geographical terms
and processes

Locational
terms

Ben Nevis

alpine

altitude

Himalayas

avalanche

Mount Snowdon

landform

height above
sea level

Pacific Ring of Fire

slope

map index

Scafell Pike

summit

map reference
scale bar

Key facts & Knowledge
The World’s Seven Summits (the highest peaks on each continent):
Everest (Asia), Aconcagua (South America), Denali (North America), Kilimanjaro (Africa), Elbrus (Europe), Vinson Massif (Antarctica), Carstensz
Pyramid (Oceania).
A mountain is a landform that sticks up, high above the surrounding
land. It is much taller than a hill (600 metres or above, in the UK) and
is often found grouped with others in a mountain range.

History: Year 5 Shang Dynasty
NC Objectives



To learn about the achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when the first civilizations appeared and a depth
study of The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China.

Key Vocabulary
Bronze Age: a prehistoric period that followed the
Stone Age and preceded the Iron Age, when weapons
and tools were made of bronze rather than stone.
Diviner: A person who was seen as god-like. ( A person
with an important status)
Dynasty: A line of hereditary rulers of a country.
Hierarchy: A system in which members of an
organization or society are ranked according to relative
status or authority.



The Shang Dynasty was a time of rule under
the Shang family in China from around 1600
BCE to 1046 BCE. Their empire reached far into
the East China Sea, beyond the Yellow River.



The first King was known as Tang, Tang Cheng
or Tai Yi.



A Shang army could be made up of between
3,000 to 13,000 troops. The Shang had great,
powerful armies that enabled them to rule for
over 500 years through 17 kings.



Most of the Shang people were ordinary
peasants working in fields and living in hard
conditions. Being near the Yellow River, the
land was very rich and fertile.

1600-1500 BC Capital at Shang near Zhengzhou.
1300 BC Capital moved to Yin near Anyang.
1250-1192 BC Reign of Wu Ding.
1200 BC Tomb of Fu Hao, Wu Ding's wife.
1147-1113 BC Reign of Wu Yi.
1112-1102 BC Reign of Wen Ding.

Jade: Jade is a hard, green stone that was used to
make ceremonial weapons. There were also carved
objects in the shapes of humans and animals.

1101-1076 BC Reign of Di Yi.

Peasants: A poor smallholder or agricultural labourer
of low social status.

1046 BC End of Shang Dynasty.

When was the Shang Dynasty?

Key Knowledge

Timeline of the Shang Dynasty

1075-1046 BC Reign of Di Xin.

King Tang—1617 BC - 1588 BC
King Tang was the first king of
the Shang dynasty in Chinese
history.
He
fought Jie,
the last
king of
the Xia
dynasty.

Legacy


The Shang are important because they left a
legacy of Chinese culture that proved durable
and long lasting.



The role of the family and importance
of ancestors remain central to Chinese culture
today.

French: Year 5 Animals, Colours and Sizes
NC Objectives



Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding.



Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structure.



Appreciate stories in the language.



Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied: including feminine and masculine forms.

Key Knowledge

My favourite colour is..

Ma couleur preferee est…

They are..

Ils sonte…

This is...

C’est...

J’ai…

un chaton
un chien
un lapin

I have a kitten
I have a dog
I have a rabbit

de chaval
de chat
de lapin

I don’t have a horse
I don’t have a cat
I don’t have a rabbit

Do you have a pet?

As-tu un animal de compagnie?

I have a pet
I have a pet dog

J’ai un animal de compagnie
J’ai un chien de compagnie

I have…

brown - marron

black - noir(e)

red - rouge

white - blanc(he)

blue - bleu

green - vert(e)

orange - orange

grey - gris(e)

big - grand(e)

small - petit(e)

large - gros(se)

slim - mince

heavy - lourd(e)

lightweight - leger
(e)

long - long(e)

short - court (e)

In French there are masculine (home = man) and feminine words
(femme = woman). When you are describing a feminine noun,
you normally add an ‘e’ to the end of the adjective which
changes how you say the word. You can see these extra letters in
the brackets above.

Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

Je n’ai pas…

I don’t have...

Key Vocabulary

a rabbit - un lapin

a tiger - un tigre

a kitten - un chaton

an elephant - un elephant

a guinea pig - un cochon d’inde

a giraffe - une girafe

a mouse - une souris

a bear - un ours

a fish - un poission

a horse - un cheval

Music: Year 5 Jazz
NC Objectives



Improvise with increasing confidence using own voice, rhythms and varied pitch



Play and perform in solo or ensemble contexts with some accuracy, control, fluency and expression



Develop an increasing understanding of the history and context of music



Understand how pulse, rhythm and pitch work together



Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory

Key Vocabulary
Big bands - a large dance or jazz band usually featuring improvised solos by lead musicians.
Bossa Nova - a Brazilian dance music that has syncopated guitar rhythms.
Hook - a short catchy phrase which we remember.
Improvise - to make up a tune and play it on the
spot.
Pulse - the regular heartbeat of the music; its
steady beat.

Instrument

The Glockenspiel is a percussion instrument
similar to the xylophone but with metal plates
or tubes instead of wood. The instrument is
played by hit a metal plate with a beater.



All the learning is focused around two tunes
and improvising: Three Note Bossa and The
Five Note Swing.



You will listen to 4 other Bossa Nova or Swing
pieces:

The word ’Glockenspiel’ comes from a German word meaning ‘bell play’.

Rhythm - long and short sounds or patterns that
happen over the pulse.



Pitch - high and low sounds.
Swing - a type of rhythm often associated with
Jazz. Notes in the rhythm pattern are made longer
and shorter to create a syncopated effect.

Key Knowledge

Musical notation



Desafinado by Stan Getz (swing)



Cotton Tail by Ben Webster



5 Note Swing by Ian Gray



Perdido by Woody Herman

You will be reading musical notation to play.
and also improvising using set notes.

PSHE: Year 5 Belonging to Groups
Key



To realise the consequences of antisocial and aggressive behaviours, such as bullying and racism, on individuals and communities.

Learning
Objetives:



To recognise the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups.

 When people work together in groups, they become

 Why do people exclude each other from their groups?
 Are there any legitimate reasons you might exclude

Key Questions

Key Knowledge

stronger!
 Being a part of a group can offer support and protection.
 Groups can become winning teams or powerful pressure
groups.
 Sometimes, groups can be threatening or exclusive.
 Threatening groups intimidate others and make them
feel scared.
 Exclusive groups leave people out and make them feel
isolated.
 When we belong to the right kinds of groups we can
make friends, share interests, learn from each other, and
experience success.

someone from a group?
 Is there a way I could welcome more people into my
groups?
 What things have I learned or experienced through the
groups I am a part of?

Key Vocabulary

Pressure Group: a group which lobbies for something to
change.

Rivalry: opposition, enemy.

Exclusive: limited to certain people.

Interlinked: connected in several ways.

Terrorise: intimidate or threaten.

RE: Year 5 What Does it Mean to be a Christian?
Key Knowledge

Celebrations and Festivals

Overview

Christmas

Communion

Christianity is the world’s biggest religion, with over 1.2
billion followers. It is based on the teachings of Jesus Christ
who lived in the Holy Land over 2000 years ago. They believe
that Jesus was the Messiah that was promised in the Old
Testament and that he is the Son of God sent to save
humanity from the consequences of its sins.

This festival
celebrates the birth of
Jesus Christ. On
Christmas Day,
Christians celebrate
by going to churches, singing carols, and exchanging
gifts. The story of Christmas is a famous one called the
Nativity. It explains how Mary and Joseph travelled
to have Jesus in a barn and how shepherds and wise
men came to witness it.

This event takes place in churches all over the
world. It involves believers consuming bread
and wine to symbolise Jesus’ last supper. It
urges believers to remember the sacrifice that
Jesus made for all humans. The bread
represents his body and the wine represents
his blood.

Place of worship
Christians go to churches to
worship. Whilst there, they
often take part in singing as
they believe this helps them
to communicate with God.
They also take part in
religious acts such as
baptism.

Holy Book
The Holy Bible is the book
that contains the teachings
Christians choose to follow. It
has been translated into over
400 different languages and
is said to be the most widely
distributed book in history.

Easter
This celebration takes place in spring
time each year and celebrates the
death and resurrection of Jesus.
Christians celebrate it by gathering
in churches, singing hymns and
exchanging gifts. The Easter story tells of Jesus’
betrayal by one of his disciples, his crucifixion, and his
rebirth from his tomb. It is a very important teaching
for all Christians.

The Fall
This is a story in the Bible where Adam & Eve
commit sin in the Garden of Eden by eating an
apple after being tempted by the devil. It
teaches Christians about choice and
wrongdoing.

Baptism

Holy Trinity

Many Christians choose to have their child baptised not long
after their birth, although some people are baptised as
adults. This involves a priest in a church blessing them with
holy water and welcoming them into God’s family. It
symbolises a commitment to living as a Christian.

This represents God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Christians believe that there is only one God but
that takes the three distinct persons outlined above.

Science: Year 5 Earth and Space
NC Objectives



Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system



Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth



Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies



Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky

Common Misconceptions

Key Knowledge
 The Sun is a star and it is at the centre of our solar sys-

tem.
 There are 8 planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.
 These planets travel around the Sun in fixed orbits.
 Earth takes 365¼ days to complete its orbit around
the Sun. It rotates (spins) on its axis every 24 hours.
 As Earth rotates half faces the Sun (day) and half is facing away form the Sun (night)
 As the Earth rotates, the Sun appears to move across
the sky.
 The Moon orbits the Earth. It takes 28 days to complete its orbit.
 The Sun, Earth and Moon are approximately spherical.

 the Earth is flat

 the Sun moves across the sky during the day

 the Sun is a planet

 the Sun rises in the morning and sets in the evening

Tim Peake
 Born 1972, England
 First European Space
Agency astronaut from
the UK to live and work in
space.
 Spent 186 days in space.

The Solar System
Sun: A huge star that Earth and the other planets in our solar system orbit around.
Star: A giant ball of gas held together by its own gravity.

Galileo Galilei
 1564—1642
 Invented the first astronomical telescope.
 He supported the work of
Copernicus, who suggested that the Earth revolved around the Sun.

Key Vocabulary

Moon: A natural satellite which orbits Earth or other planets.
Planet: A large object, round or nearly round, that orbits a star.
Orbit: To move in a regular, repeating curved path around another object.
Rotate: To spin e.g. Earth rotates on its own axis.
Axis: An imaginary line that a body rotates around e.g. Earth’s axis (imaginary line) runs from the North
Pole to the South Pole.

Nicolaus Copernicus
 1473—1543
 Introduced the heliocentric model
 Developed the idea that
the Sun is in the middle of
the solar system and
planets go around it.

Science: Year 5 Forces
NC Objectives



Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object.



Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction that act between moving surfaces.



Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect.

Key

 A force causes an object to start moving, stop moving, speed up, slow down or change direction. Gravity is a force that acts at a distance. Everything is pulled to the

Earth by gravity. This causes unsupported objects to fall.
 Air resistance, water resistance and friction are contact forces that act between moving surfaces. The object may be moving through the air or water, or the air and
water may be moving over a stationary object.

Common Misconceptions





smooth surfaces have no friction
a non-moving object has no forces acting on it
heavy objects sink and light objects float.
the heavier the object the faster it falls, because it has more gravity acting on it

Archimedes
 287—212 BC
 He worked out the

maths to explain how
levers work and made
catapult machines using levers.

Key Vocabulary

Forces: Pushes or pulls.
Gravity: A pulling force exerted by the Earth (or anything else with has mass).
Mass: A measure of how much matter is inside an object.
Weight: The measure of the force of gravity on an object.
Friction: A force that acts between two surfaces or objects that are moving, or trying to move, across each other.
Pulleys: Can be used to make a small force lift a lighter load. The more wheels in a pulley, the less force is needed to
lift a weight.
Gears (cogs): Can be used to change the speed, force or direction of a motion. When two gears are connected, they
always turn in the opposite direction to each other.

Gelileo Galilei
 1564—1642
 An Italian physicist
who found out that
the weight on an
object doesn’t affect
how fast it falls.
Isaac Newton
 1642—1767
 Famously thought to
have developed his
theory of gravity.

PSHE: Year 5 Nelson Mandela
Key



To learn that individuals can challenge unjust systems and create fairer societies by exploring Nelson Mandela’s struggle against apartheid.

Learning
Objetives:



To consider that there are different points of view about famous people in history and that struggles for freedom are not necessarily peaceful.



Why and how rules and laws are made and enforced, why different rules are needed in different situations and how to take part in making and
changing rules



To realise the consequences of anti-social and aggressive behaviours such as bullying, racism on individuals and communities

 Nelson Mandela was born on July 18th 1918 in Mvezo, South Africa.
 Mandela worked hard and studied diligently and eventually he became

 Why was Mandela

a lawyer.

Key Questions

 During this time different racial groups had to live completely separately under a system called ‘apartheid’.

Key Knowledge

 Non-white people were not allowed to vote, were given worse housing,

medical care and amenities than white people and had limited schooling
and job opportunities.

 Nelson Mandela thought that these laws were wrong so he

became
involved with a political party called the African National Congress or
ANC who opposed these laws and urged people to resist them.

 It was made illegal to be a member of the ANC and Mandela eventually

sentenced to life despite
not harming anyone?
 What is the difference
between a terrorist and a
freedom fighter?
 Do you know of any other
groups that have fought for
their freedom?

was sentenced to life in prison for plotting to overthrow the government.

 South Africa was shunned by the global community for many years after
this.

 In 1990, Mandela was released and apartheid was ended. Eventually, he

Nelson Mandela being sworn in
as President.

became the first black President of South Africa.

Key Vocabulary
Mandela hands the Rugby
World Cup to Francois

Apartheid– a policy of segregation enacted by the white
minority on black people.

Mercy– compassion or forgiveness shown towards
someone you could punish or harm.

Justice– Enacting fairness and moral rightness.

Freedom Fighter– A person who takes part in a
struggle to achieve a political goal.

Retribution– punishment inflicted on someone as

Amenities– a desirable or useful feature of a place.

revenge for a wrong or criminal act.

